Historic Climb 2018
Chanteloup Les Vignes
Listen and see evolving several of Grand Prix prewar’s cars in a
village with deep streets is not a commonplace show, no more for the
crews than for the spectators,
Add to this some motorcycles and side-cars of competition and
offer them, alternately, the ascent of the historic coast - limited
today to 900 meters – that include 8 bends and a slope reaching 14 %,
and at this point you can feel the enjoyment of the drivers when they
hear the roar of their engine, and the astonishment of the spectators
who are impressed by the vehicles’ performance.
Sprinkle all of this with a bit of music and with some enlightened
comments coming from real encyclopediae of the history of the
automobile, add on a lot of sun and you have the recipe of a beautiful
Sunday.
It’s the challenge that a group of car lovers will take up again on
Sunday , June 3rd 2018.
As usual, since several years already, we’ll begin this weekend
with a prologue on Saturday, June 2nd in Lyons-la-Forêt where we’ll
join a lot of foreign crews. Lyons-la-Forêt will open to us its historic
climb (numerous hill climbs was competed here in the 60s) then we
will be welcomed at its famous covered market to show the cars to
its inhabitants.
After having lunch at Lyons la Forêt we will get back, by a tourist
itinerary through “VEXIN” to hotel Campanile of “Villennes sur Seine”
to the frienship glass, from there a bus will take you in a restaurant
surrounding for evening with animation, then at night in the hotel
Campanille for those who wish it.

meeting at Saint Roch’s car park in
On Sunday, June 3rd
Chanteloup-les-Vignes at 9:30 am for the ascent of the historic coast
as every year since 1998, hundred-years-old birthday of the first World
Automobile Hill Climb.
A first climb will take place at about 10:00 am one by one and
going down in parade, then to have lunch and 2 climb after noon,
delivery of "symbolic" prize at about 6:00 pm by Patrick DELAGE
(Grandson of the manufacturer)
You are an owner of sports cars, competition or prestige cars
before 1965, come and join us from Saturday to Sunday, or Sunday
only. Its your choice.

CAN’T WAIT FOR JUNE !
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